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In this paper the existence of global solutions to game-theoretic Riccati equations
associated to a controlled stochastic differential equation with state dependent
white noise is investigated. One proves that if a stabilizing and attenuating feed-
back exists then a matrix differential game-theoretic Riccati equation of stochastic
control has a unique global bounded stabilizing positive semidefinite solution;
this solution is periodic if the coefficients are periodic functions and it solves an
algebraic Riccati equation if the coefficients are constant. Conversly, if such a solu-
tion exists it allows an explicit construction of a stabilizing and disturbance
attenuating state feedback.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In 1968, Wonham [16] studied the linear quadratic optimization problem
associated to a system with state dependent noise. In this framework he
introduced a modified Riccati equation which was called ‘‘Riccati equation
of stochastic control’’, and proved the existence of global solutions under
some control-theoretic assumptions. The aim of the present paper is to
study the global solutions for a different type of Riccati equations of
stochastic control named ‘‘#-parametrized game-theoretic Riccati equations
of stochastic control’’. For such equations, the existence of global solutions
is closely related to the existence of a feedback control which stabilizes
the control system and for which the norm of an associated input-output
operator is less than #. The start point of this study is the stochastic
analogous of the stabilization problem with disturbance attenuation,
known as the ‘‘H -control problem’’ [see 3, 6, 10]. In the deterministic
framework for time varying coefficients this problem was considered in
[5, 13, 14]. The stabilization problem with #-disturbance attenuation has
been recently considered by Hinrichsen and Pritchard in [8, 9] and
Bouthouri, Hinrichsen and Pritchard in [1, 2] for the case of stochastic
control of different type of noises; their approach is mainly based on linear
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matrix inequalities but there are also results concerning game-theoretic
Riccati equations or inequalities.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the main notations
used in the paper. In Section 3 the disturbance attenuation problem is
stated for time-varying systems with state dependent white noise. In
Section 4 the game-theoretic differential Riccati equation of stochastic
control is studied and several results concerning properties of the solutions
defined backwards by zero values at some moment T are derived. The
results proved here could be used to solve the disturbance attenuation
problem on finite horizon.
The main results of this paper are given in Section 5. Here we establish
the equivalence between the existence of a stabilizing and #-disturbance
attenuating feedback law and the existence of a stabilizing and bounded on
R solution to the game-theoretic differential Riccati equation of stochastic
control. If the coefficients of the system are periodic then this stabilizing
solution is periodic too, and if the coefficients are constant then the
stabilizing solution is constant. Several particular situations are discussed.
2. NOTATIONS
The following notations will be used throughout the paper: Rn is the real
n-dimensional space; |x|=(ni=1 x
2
i )
12, x # Rn. If X is a matrix or a vector,
X* is the transpose of X, |A| is the operator norm of the matrix A ; I is the
identity matrix; H0 means that H is symmetric positive semidefinite.
Throughout the paper [0, F, P] is a given probability space; the
argument | # 0 will not be written. By Ex we denote expectation of x.
If J/R is an interval by L p(J_0, Rm) we denote the space of all
measurable functions u: J_0  Rm with &u&=(J E |u(t)| p dt)1p<. As
usually two functions u, v # Lp(J_0, Rm) are identified if u=v a.e. Thus
Lp(J_0, Rm) is a Banach space and L2(J_0, Rm) is a real Hilbert space
with the inner product (u, v)=J Eu*(t) v(t) dt.
3. PRELIMINARIES AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider the following stochastic differential system
dx(t)=[A0(t) x(t)+B1(t) u1(t)+B2(t) u2(t)] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t), t # R (1)
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and the output
y=C(t) x+D1(t) u1+D2(t) u2 ,
where Aj : R  Rn_n, 0jd, Bi : R  Rn_mi, C : R  Rp_n, Di : R  Rp_mi,
i=1, 2 are continuous and bounded and (w1(t), ..., wd (t)), t # R are inde-
pendent standard Wiener processes. Here u2 is a control input, u1 is a
disturbance and y is a quality output.
Consider the matrix differential Riccati equation
P$+A0*(t) P+PA0(t)&(PB(t)+C*(t) D(t)) R&1(t)(B*(t) P+D*(t) C(t))
+C*(t) C(t)+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) PAj (t)=0, t # R, (2)
where
B=(B1 B2), D=(D1 D2)
and
R(t)=\D1*(t) D1(t)&#
2I
D2*(t) D1(t)
D1*(t) D2(t)
D2*(t) D2(t)+ .
This equation will be termed as the matrix differential game-theoretic
Riccati equation of stochastic control. Indeed, in the case when Aj=0,
1jd, we obtain the game-theoretic Riccati equation which is associated
to disturbance attenuation in deterministic framework [5, 13, 14]; if B1=0,
D1=0, we obtain the Riccati equation of stochastic control introduced by
Wonham [16]. If all coefficients are constant, the constant solution solves
a corresponding algebraic Riccati equation. In order to ensure equation (2)
is well defined, we assume that R(t) is invertible for every t # R.
Consider also the linear Ito^ system
dx(t)=A0(t) x(t) dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t), t # R. (3)
By A we denote the system (A0 ; A1 , ..., Ad ). If M is a matrix valued func-
tion by A+M we denote the system (A0+M ; A1 , ..., Ad ). By XA(t, t0),
tt0 we denote the fundamental (random) matrix solution associated with
system (3) [see 7].
Throughout the paper, for every t # R, Ft/F is the smallest _-algebra
with respect to which all functions wj (t2)&wj (t1), t1t2t, 1jd are
measurable and containing all sets S # F with P(S)=0.
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By L p(J_0, Rm) we denote the space of all u # Lp(J_0, Rm) with the
property that u(t) is measurable with respect to Ft for every t # J. Since for
every t # R, Ft contains all sets S # F with P(S)=0 it is easy to verify that
L p(J_0, Rm) is a closed subspace of the space Lp(J_0, Rm). Hence
L p(J_0, Rm) is itself a Banach space.
Definition 3.1. We say that the system A=(A0; A1 , ..., Ad ) is stable if
there exist ;1 and :>0 such that E |XA(t, t0)| 2;e&:(t&t0) for all tt0 ,
t0 , t # R (mean square exponential stability).
Definition 3.2. We say that P : R  Rn_n is a stabilizing solution of
the equation (2), if the system defined by A+BF =(A0+BF , A1 , ..., Ad ) is
exponentially stable; where F (t)=&R&1(t)(B*(t) P (t)+D*(t) C(t)).
Let F2 : R  Rm2_n, G : R  Rm2_m1 be continuous and bounded matrix
valued functions. If the system A+B2F2 is stable, then it is easy to prove
(see [12]) that
E } |
t
&
XA+B2F2(t, s)(B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)) u1(s) ds }
2
;1<, t # R
for every fixed u1 # L 2(R_0, Rm1).
Thus, by the Fubini theorem, it follows that, with probability one the
integral
|
t
&
XA+B2F2(t, s)(B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)) u1(s) ds
is convergent and denoting it by xu1(t), we can verify easily that
xu1 # L
2(R_0, Rn) and &xu1 &;2 &u1 &, (;2 does not depend upon u1).
Hence, we can define the linear bounded operator T : L 2(R_0, Rm1) 
L 2(R_0, Rp) by
(Tu1)(t)=(C(t)+D2(t) F2(t)) xu1(t)+(D1(t)+D2(t) G(t)) u1(t), t # R.
We shall say that T is the input-output operator associated to the pair
(F2 , G).
Let us remark that if in the system (1), we take u2=F2 x+Gu1 the
controlled system (1) becomes
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dx(t)=[(A0(t)+B2(t) F2(t)) x(t)+(B1(t)+B2(t) G(t)) u1(t)] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t)
y(t)=(C(t)+D2(t) F2(t)) x(t)+(D1(t)+D2(t) G(t)) u1(t)
and xu1(t) is the unique solution of the above system with supt # R E |xu1(t)|
2
< and (Tu1)(t)=yu1(t).
Definition 3.3. Given a positive number #, a pair (F2 , G) is said to be
stabilizing and #-attenuating if A+B2F2 is stable and &T&<#, where T is
the operator defined above. By A# we denote the set of all stabilizing and
#-attenuating pairs (F2 , G).
The aim of our study is to establish the equivalence between the
existence of a stabilizing solution of equation (2) and the fact that A# is not
empthy.
4. AUXILIARY RESULTS
We start with:
Proposition 4.1. If (F2 , G) # A# then
(D1(t)+D2(t) G(t))* (D1(t)+D2(t) G(t))%I<#2I
for all t # R.
Proof. Since A+B2F2 is stable, there exist ;1 and :>0 such that
E |XA+B2F2(t, s)|
2;e&:(t&s), ts.
Let { # R, v # Rm1 and = # (0, (14:)). Take u{1(t, =)=(1- =) e&(t&{)(2=)v if
t{ and u{1(t, =)=0 if t<{.
Define
x=(t)=
1
- = |
t
{
XA+B2F2(t, s)(B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)) e
&(s&{)(2=)v ds, t{
y=(t)=(C(t)+D2(t) F2(t)) x=(t)
y^=(t)=(D1(t)+D2(t) G(t)) u{1(t, =).
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We have
E |x=(t)| 2
1
=
|v| 2 E } |
t
{
|B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)| e&(s&{)4=
_|XA+B2F2(t, s)| e
&(s&{)4= ds }
2

1
=
|v| 2 \|
t
{
|B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)| 2 e&((s&{)2=) ds+
_\|
t
{
E |XA+B2 F2(t, s)|
2 e&((s&{)2=) ds+
;1 |v| 2 |
t
{
e&:(t&s) e&((s&{)2=) ds;2=e&:(t&{) |v| 2, t{
|

{
| y^=(t)| 2 dt=|

0
v*D *({+=s) D ({+=s) ve&s ds,
where D (t)=D1(t)+D2(t) G(t).
Hence, lim=  0 { E | y=(t)|
2 dt=0 and by the Lebesque theorem
lim=  0 { | y^=(t)|
2 dt=v*D *({) D ({) v. Let T be the input-output operator
associated with the pair (F2 , G). Since (F2 , G) is #-attenuating there exists
% # (0, #2) such that &T&2<%<#2. Hence &Tu{1&
2% |v| 2. But &Tu{1&
2=
{ E | y=(t) + y^=(t)|
2 = { [E | y=(t)|
2 + 2(Ey=*(t)) y^=(t)] dt + { | y^=(t)|
2 dt.
Thus, lim=z0 &Tu{1( } , =)&
2=v*D *({) D ({) v. Therefore v*D *({) D ({) v
% |v| 2, v # Rm1, { # R and the proof is complete.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that A#{, and there exists $>0 such that
D2*(t) D2(t)$I for all t # R. Then there exists % # (0, #2) such that D1*(t) 6(t)
D1(t)%I for all t # R, where 6(t)=I&D2(t)(D2*(t) D2(t)) &1 D2*(t).
Proof. Let (F2 , G) # A# . Since 6 2=6 and 6(t) D2(t)=0, t # R we
have D1+D2 G=6D1+(I&6)(D1+D2 G), (D1+D2G)* (D1+D2G)
D1*6D1 and by using Proposition 4.1 the proof is complete.
Throughout the paper
R(t)=\D1*(t) D1(t)&#
2I
D2*(t) D1(t)
D1*(t) D2(t)
D2*(t) D2(t)+ .
It is easy to verify that under the assumptions of Proposition 4.2, R(t) is
invertible with bounded on R inverse.
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Moreover R can be factored as
R(t)=V*(t) I#V(t), V(t)=\V11(t)V21(t)
0
V22(t)+ (4)
with V11(t)&I, V22(t)&I with some &>0 and I#=( &#
2I
0
0
I).
A direct computation shows that if R is factorizable in the form (4) then
D2*(t) D2(t)&2I and #2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t)#2&2I, t # R.
For every T # R, by PT (t) we denote the solution of (2) with PT (T)=0
and by J(T )/(&, T ] we denote the maximal interval where PT ( } ) is
defined.
Throughout the paper FT (t) := (
F1, T (t)
F2, T (t)
) :=&R&1(t) (B*(t) PT (t) +
D*(t) C(t)), Fi, T : J(T )  Rmi_n, x~ T (t, t0 , x0) is the solution of the equation
dx=[A0(t)+B(t) FT (t)] x dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x dwj (t) (5)
with x~ T (t0 , t0 , x0)=x0 , x0 # Rn and u~ i, T (t)=Fi, T (t) x~ T (t, t0 , x0), i=1, 2.
Obviously u~ i, T # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rmi), t0 # J(T ), t0<T.
If u2 # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm2), t0 # J(T ), t0<T, xT (t, t0 , x0 ; u2) is the
solution of the equation
dx=[(A0(t)+B1(t) F1, T (t)) x+B2(t) u2(t)] dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x dwj (t) (6)
with xT (t0 , t0 , x0 ; u2)=x0 and u1, T (t, u2) :=F1, T (t) xT (t, t0 , x0; u2).
Obviously u1, T ( } , u2) # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1). Consider the cost
H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1 , u2)=|
T
t0
E[| yT (t)| 2&#2 |u1(t)| 2] dt,
t0 # J(T ), ui # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rmi), x0 # Rn,
where yT (t)=C(t) xu(t)+D1(t) u1(t)+D2(t) u2(t), u=(
u1
u2
), and xu(t) is the
solution of system (1) corresponding to u1 and u2 and x(t0)=x0 .
It is clear that
H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1, T ( } , u2), u2)
=E |
T
t0
[ |(C(t)+D1(t) F1, T (t)) xT (t, t0 , x0 ; u2)+D2(t) u2(t)| 2
&#2 |F1, T (t) xT (t, t0 , x0; u2)|2] dt.
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Lemma 4.3. Assume that R(t) is invertible for every t # R. Then for every
T # R, t0 # J(T ), x0 # Rn and ui # L 2([t0 , T ]_0, Rmi), i=1, 2 we have:
(a) H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1 , u2)=x0*PT (t0) x0+H#(t0 , T, 0, u1&u~ 1, T , u2&u~ 2, T)
(b) x0*PT (t0) x0H#(t0 , T, x0 , u~ 1, T , u2).
Proof. Let x^u be the solution of the equation
dx=[A0(t) x+B(t)(u(t)&u~ T (t))] dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x dwj (7)
with x^u(t0)=0. Since xu(t)=x~ T (t)+x^u(t), a simple computation shows
H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1 , u2)
=H#(t0 , T, x0 , u~ 1, T , u~ 2, T)+H#(t0 , T, 0, u1&u~ 1, T , u2&u~ 2, T)
+2E |
T
t0
[x^u*(t) C*(t) C(t) x~ T (t)+x^u*(t) C*(t) D(t) u~ T (t)
+(u*(t)&u~ T*(t)) D*(t) C(t) x~ T (t)+(u*(t)&u~ T*(t)) R(t) u~ T (t)] dt.
(8)
Since x~ T # L 4([t0 , T]_0, Rn) by using Theorem 2.5 pp. 63 in [7] and the
Ito^ formula to system (5) and taking into account the equation (2) for PT
we get Ex~ T*(T ) PT (T ) x~ T (T) & x0*PT (t0) x0 = &H#(t0 , T, x0 , u~ 1, T , u~ 2, T).
Since PT (T)=0, we have H#(t0 , T, x0 , u~ 1, T , u~ 2, T )=x0*PT (t0) x0 . Now,
assume that ui # L 4([t0 , T]_0, Rmi). It is not difficult to verify that
xu # L 4([t0 , T]_0, Rn). Thus, applying Theorem 2.5 pp. 63 in [7] and
using the Ito^ formula to systems (5), (7) and to the function v(t, x^, x)=
x^*PT (t) x, t # [t0 , T], x^ # Rn, x # Rn and taking into account the Riccati
equation (2) and the relation &R(t) FT (t)=B*(t) PT (t)+D*(t) C(t), t #
[t0 , T ] we get
0=Ex^u*(T) PT (T ) x~ T (T )&x^u*(t0) PT (t0) x~ T (t0)
=&E |
T
t0
[x^u*(t) C*(t) C(t) x~ T (t)+x^u*(t) C*(t) D(t) u~ T (t)
+(u(t)&u~ T (t))* D*(t) C(t) x~ T (t)+(u(t)&u~ T (t))* R(t) u~ T (t)] dt.
But the space L 4([t0 , T]_0, Rm) is dense in L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm) and
therefore one can easily obtain that the above relation holds if
ui # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rmi) and according to the equality (8) the first asser-
tion is proved. Since H#(t0 , T, 0, 0, u2&u~ 2, T)0, taking u1=u~ 1, T in (a),
from (a) we obtain the inequality in (b) and thus the proof is complete.
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In what follows the reasoning is similar to the one performed for the
deterministic situation (see [13, 14]).
Lemma 4.4. Assume that R(t) and D2*(t) D2(t) are invertible for every
t # R. Then
x0*PT (t0) x0H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1, T ( } , u2), u2)
for all T # R, t0 # J(T ), x0 # Rn and u2 # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm2).
Proof. One verifies easily that
R(t) FT (t) = &\B1*(t) PT (t)+D1*(t) C(t)B2*(t) PT (t)+D2*(t) C(t)+ ,
F2, T (t) = &(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 [B2*(t) PT (t) + D2*(t)(C(t) + D1(t) F1, T (t))],
t # J(T). Using these equalites we may rewrite the Riccati equation in the
form
P$T (t)+[A0(t)+B1(t) F1, T (t)]* PT (t)+PT (t)[A0(t)+B1(t) F1, T (t)]
+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) PT (t) Aj (t)+[C(t)+D1(t) F1, T (t)]* (C(t)+D1(t) F1, T (t))
&#2F*1, T (t) F1, T (t)&[PT (t) B2(t)+(C(t)+D1(t) F1, T (t))* D2(t)]
_(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 [B2*(t) PT (t)+D2*(t)(C(t)+D1(t) F1, T (t))]=0. (9)
By virtue of (9), using the Ito^ formula to the system (6), and also using the
fact that L 4([t0 , T ]_0, Rm2) is dense in L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm2) we can write
ExT*(T) PT (T ) xT (T )&x0*PT (t0) x0
=&H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1, T ( } , u2), u2)
+E |
T
t0
[(u2(t)&F2, T (t) xT (t))* D2*(t) D2(t)[u2(t)&F2, T (t) xT (t)]] dt,
where xT (t)=xT (t, t0 , x0 ; u2). The proof is complete, since PT (T )=0.
Proposition 4.5. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.2 there exists
\>0 such that PT (t)\2I for all T # R, t # J(T ).
Proof. Let (F2 , G) # A# . Let T be the input-output operator associated
with the pair (F2 , G). Since &T&<#, there exists &>0 such that
|

&
E[| yu1(t)|
2&#2 |u1(t)| 2] dt&&2 |

&
E |u1(t)| 2 dt (10)
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for every u1 # L 2(R_0, Rm1), where
yu1(t)=(C(t)+D2(t) F2(t)) xu1(t)+(D1(t)+D2(t) G(t)) u1(t)
xu1(t)=|
t
&
XA+B2F2(t, s)[B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)] u1(s) ds.
Let T # R, t0 # J(T), t0<T and u1, T # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1).
Define u1 # L 2(R_0, Rm1) by u1(t)=u1, T (t) if t # [t0 , T] and u1(t)=0 if
t  [t0 , T]. For this u1 from (10) we get
E |
T
t0
[ | yT (t)| 2&#2 |u1, T (t)| 2] dt&&2E |
T
t0
|u1, T(t)| 2 dt (11)
for all u1, T # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1) where yT (t) = (C(t) + D2(t) F2(t))
tt0 XA+B2F2(t, s)[B1(s)+B2(s) G(s)] u1, T (s) ds+[D1(t)+D2(t) G(t)] u1, T (t),
t # [t0 , T].
Let x(t ; u1, T) be the solution of the equation
dx=[(A(t)+B2(t) F2(t)) x+(B1(t)+B2(t) G(t)) u1, T (t)] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x dwj (t)
with x(t0 ; u1, T ) = x0 . Let y(t ; u1, T ) = [C(t) + D2(t) F2(t)] x(t ; u1, T ) +
[D1(t)+D2(t) G(t)] u1, T and y^(t)=y(t ; u1, T)&yT (t), t # [t0 , T]. Since
y^(t)=(C(t)+D2(t) F2(t)) XA+B2 F2(t, t0) x0 and A+B2F2 is stable, we have
E |
T
t0
| y^(t)| 2 dt\21 |x0 |
2.
Using (11) we can write
|
T
t0
E[| y(t ; u1, T )| 2&#2 |u1, T | 2] dt
=|
T
t0
E | y^(t)| 2 dt+2 |
T
t0
Ey^*(t) yT (t) dt
+|
T
t0
E[| yT (t)| 2&#2 |u1, T | 2] dt
\21 |x0 |
2+2\1 |x0 | # \|
T
t0
E |u1, T (t)| 2 dt+
12
&&2 |
T
t0
E |u1, T (t)|2 dt.
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Hence
|
T
t0
E[ | y(t ; u1, T)| 2&#2 |u1, T (t)| 2] dt\2 |x0 |2 (12)
for all u1, T # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1), where \=(\1 &) - #2+&2. Now, let x (t)
be the solution of the equation
dx(t)=[(A0(t)+B2(t) F2(t))+(B1(t)+B2(t) G(t)) F1, T (t)] x(t) dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t)
with x (t0)=x0 . Take u^1, T (t) :=F1, T (t) x (t) and u2, T (t) :=F2(t) x (t)+
G(t) u^1, T (t), t # [t0 , T]. Obviously u^1, T # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1), u2, T #
L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm2) and x (t)=xT (t, t0 , x0 ; u2, T), t # [t0 , T]. Thus,
from (12) we get that H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1, T ( } , u2, T), u2, T )\2 |x0 |2 and by
Lemma 4.4 we obtain x0*PT (t0) x0H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1, T ( } , u2, T), u2, T). This
completes the proof.
Further we assume that R(t) is factorizable in the form (4). For
u1 # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1), x^T (t ; u1) denotes the solution of the equation
dx(t)=[[A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t)] x(t)
+(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t)) u1(t)] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t) (13)
with x^T (t0 ; u1)=x0 , t0 # J(T ) where V2=(V21 V22) and V21 , V22 are defined
by (4). Define u^2, T(t, u1)=V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t) x^T (t ; u1)&V
&1
22 (t) V21(t) u1(t).
Obviously u^2, T # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm2) and by (4) we deduce that
H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1 , u^2, T ( } , u1))
=|
T
t0
E[|(C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t)) x^T (t ; u1)+6(t) D1(t) u1(t)|
2
&#2 |u1(t)| 2] dt.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that R(t) is factorizable in the form (4). Then we
have
H#(t0 , T, u1 , u^2, T( } , u1))x0*PT (t0) x0
for all T # R, t0 # J(T ), x0 # Rn and all u1 # L 2([t0 , T]_0, Rm1).
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Proof. By using (4) we deduce that PT verifies
P$T (t)+[A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t)]* PT (t)
+PT (t)[A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t)]
+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) PT (t) Aj (t)+[C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t)]*
_[C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) FT (t)]
+[PT (t)(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t))+C*(t) 6(t) D1(t)]
_[#2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t)]&1
_[(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t))* PT (t)+D1*(t) 6(t) C(t)]=0.
(14)
As in the proof of Lemmata 4.3 and 4.4, by using the Ito^ formula to system
(13) and taking into account the equation (14) we get
Ex^T*(T ; u1) PT (T ) x^T (T ; u1)&x0*PT (t0) x0
=&H#(t0 , T, x0 , u1 , u^2, T ( } , u1))&E |
T
t0
[u1*(t)&x^T*(t ; u1) F*1, T (t)]
_[#2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t)][u1(t)&F1, T (t) x^T (t ; u1)] dt.
Since PT (T)=0, from the above equality and the inequality #2I&D1*6D1
#2&2I, we obtain the inequality in the statement and thus the proof is
complete.
Proposition 4.7. Assume that the assumptions of Proposition 4.2 hold.
Then :
(i) For every T # R, J(T )=(&, T ].
(ii) There exists \>0 such that 0PT1(t)PT2(t)\
2I for all
tT1T2 .
Proof. From Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 we have
0H#(t0 , T, x0 , 0, u^2, T ( } , 0))x*PT (t0) x0\2 |x0 |2
for all T # R, t0 # J(T ), x0 # Rn. Hence (i) holds.
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To prove (ii) let t0<T1<T2 , x0 # Rn. Let !(t), t # [t0 , T1] be the
solution of the system
d!(t)=[A0(t)+B1(t) F1, T1(t)+B2(t) V
&1
22 (t) V2(t) FT2(t)
&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t) F1, T1(t)] !(t) dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) !(t) dwj (t)
with !(t0)=x0 . Let u~ 1 : [t0 , T2]  Rm1 defined as follows: u~ 1(t)=F1, T1(t) !(t)
if t # [t0 , T1] and u~ 1(t)=0 if t # (T1 , T2]. Let u~ 2(t)=u^2, T2(t, u~ 1), t # [t0 , T2].
It is easy to verify that xT1(t, t0 , x0 ; u~ 2)=!(t)=x^T2(t ; u~ 1) if t # [t0 , T1].
Hence by Lemmata 4.6 and 4.4 we can write
x0*PT2(t0) x0
H#(t0 , T2 , x0 , u~ 1 , u~ 2)
=E |
T2
t0
[ |C(t) x^T2(t ; u~ 1)+D1(t) u~ 1(t)+D2(t) u~ 2(t)|
2&#2 |u~ 1(t)| 2] dt
=E |
T1
t0
[ |C(t) !(t)+D1(t) u~ 1(t)+D2(t) u~ 2(t)| 2&#2 |u~ 1(t)| 2] dt
+E |
T2
T1
|C(t) x^T2(t ; u~ 1)+D2(t) u~ 2(t)|
2 dt
E |
T1
t0
[ |[C(t)+D1(t) F1, T1(t)] !(t)+D2(t) u~ 2(t)|
2&#2 |F1, T1(t) !(t)|
2] dt
=H#(t0 , T1 , x0 , u1, T1( } , u~ 2), u~ 2)x0*PT1(t0) x0.
Hence the proof is complete.
5. MAIN RESULTS
First we prove:
Theorem 5.1. If there exists $>0 such that D2*(t) D2(t)$I for all
t # R and if A#{, then the equation (2) has a bounded on R positive semi-
definite solution which is {-periodic if all coefficients in the equation (2) are
{-periodic functions.
Proof. From Proposition 4.7 it follows that limT   PT (t) exists and
denoting this limit by P (t) we have 0P (t)\2I for all t # R. It remains
only to prove that if all coefficients are {-periodic then P (t+{)=P (t) for
every t # R.
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Define P T(t)=PT+{(t+{), t # (&, T]. Obviously P T ( } ) is a solution
of the Riccati equation (2) on the interval (&, T]. But P T (T )=
PT+{(T+{)=0. Since PT (T )=0, from uniqueness it follows that P T (t)=
PT (t) for all t # (&, T]. Hence PT (t)=PT+{(t+{), t # (&, T].
Taking T   we get P (t)=P (t+{) for all t # R and thus the proof is
complete.
Proposition 5.2. Assume that assumptions of Theorem 5.1 hold. Let
P (t) = limT   PT (t), F (t) := (
F 1(t)
F 2(t)
) =&R&1(t)[B*(t) P (t) + D*(t) C(t)],
t # R. Then there exists c>0 such that
|

t0
EX*A+BF (t, t0) F 1*(t) F 1(t) XA+BF (t, t0) dtcI
for all t0 # R.
Proof. We shall prove that
sup {} E |
T
t0
X*A+BF (t, t0) F 1*(t) F 1(t) XA+BF (t, t0) dt } ; t0 # R, T>t0=<.
Suppose on the contrary, that there exist sequences tk , t$k , t$k>tk and
xk # Rn, with |xk |=1 such that E 
t$
k
tk
|F 1(t) x~ k(t)| 2 dt2k for every k1
where x~ k(t)=XA+BF (t, tk) xk , ttk . But, since limT   FT (t)=F (t), t # R
we can easily prove that for every fixed a, b # R, a<b and x # Rn,
limT   ba E |XA+BFT (t, a) x&XA+BF (t, a) x|
2 dt=0. Hence, there exists a
sequence Tk>t$k such that
E |
Tk
tk
|F1, Tk(t) x~ Tk(t)|
2 dtk, \k1, (15)
where x~ Tk(t)=XA+BFTk(t, tk) xk . Let u~ k(t)=F1, Tk(t) x~ Tk(t), t # [tk , Tk].
Thus, using Lemma 4.3 we have
xk*PTk(tk) xkH#(tk , Tk , xk , u~ k , u) (16)
for all k and u # L 2([tk , Tk]_0, Rm1). Now let (F2 , G) # A# and let !k(t),
t # [tk , Tk] be the solution of the system
d!(t)=[(A0(t)+B2(t) F2(t)) !(t)+(B1(t)+B2(t) G(t)) u~ k(t)] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) !(t) dwj (t)
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with !k(t0) = xk . Taking vk(t) = F2(t) !k(t) + G(t) u~ k(t) and using the
reasoning in the proof of Proposition 4.5 we can write
H#(tk , Tk , xk , u~ k , vk)\2+2\1 # \|
Tk
tk
E |u~ k(t)| 2 dt+
12
&&2 |
Tk
tk
E |u~ k(t)| 2 dt.
Thus for - k>(\1 &2)[#+- #2+&2] by using (15) we get H#(tk , Tk ,
xk , u~ k , vk)<0. Hence, taking into account (16) we have xk*PTk(t0) xk
H#(tk , Tk , xk , u~ k , vk)<0 and thus, we get a contradiction. The proof is
complete.
Defintion 5.3. We say that the pair (C, A) is detectable if there exists
a continuous and bounded gain H : R  Rn_p such that A+HC is stable.
Proposition 5.4. Assume that R(t) is factorizable in the form (4) and
suppose that (6C, A&B2(D2*D2)&1 D2*C) is detectable. If P is a bounded on
R positive semidefinite solution of (2) then the system A+B2V&122 V2F is
stable, where F=&R&1[PB+C*D]*.
Proof. Consider the system
dx(t)=[A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t)] x(t) dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t). (17)
The Riccati equation (2) can be written in the form
P$(t)+(A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) F (t))* P(t)
+P(t)(A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t))
+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) P(t) Aj (t)+F1*(t)[#2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t)] F1(t)
+P(t) B2(t)(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 B2*(t) P(t)+C*(t) 6(t) C(t)=0,
(18)
where F (t)=( F1(t)F2(t)), Fi (t) # R
mi_n. Now, let t0 # R and x0 # Rn and let
x(t)=x(t, t0 , x0) be the solution of system (17) with x(t0)=x0 .
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Applying the Ito^ formula to system (17) and taking into account the
equation (18) we get
Ex*(T ) P(T) x(T )&x0*P(t0) x0
=&E |
T
t0
[x*(t) F1*(t)[#2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t)] F1(t) x(t)
+x*(t) P(t) B2(t)(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 B2*(t) P(t) x(t)
+x*(t) C*(t) 6(t) C(t) x(t)] dt. (19)
Since 0P(t)\I and #2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t)#2&2I we get
E |

t0
x*(t)[P(t) B2(t)(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 B2*(t) P(t)+C*(t) 6(t) C(t)] x(t) dt
\ |x0 | 2.
Hence, by using (D2*(t) D2(t))&1\1I, 6 2=6, we have
E |

t0
|B2*(t) P(t) x(t)| 2 dt\2 |x0 | 2
E |

t0
|6(t) C(t) x(t)| 2 dt\ |x0 | 2
for all t0 # R, x0 # Rn.
Now, let H be a gain such that (M ; A1 , ..., Ad) is stable where M=
A0&B2(D2*D2)&1 D2*C+H6C. Since V&122 (t)V2(t) F(t)=&(D2*(t) D2(t))
&1
[B2*(t) P(t)+D2*(t) C(t)] the system (17) can be written in the form
dx(t)=[M(t) x(t)+g(t)] dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t),
where g(t)=&[B2(t)(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 B2*(t) P(t)+H(t) 6(t) C(t)] x(t).
Since E t0 | g(t)|
2 dt\3 |x0 | 2 for all t0 # R and x0 # Rn and the system
(M ; A1 , ..., Ad) is stable, from Lemma 1 in [2] we get E t0 |x(t, t0 , x0)|
2
\4 |x0 | 2 for all t0 # R and x0 # Rn and by using Lemma 2 in [2] we con-
clude that the system A+B2V&122 V2F is stable and thus the proof ends.
Definition 5.5. We say that a symmetric solution P of the Riccati
equation (2) is stabilizing if the system A+BF is stable, where
F (t)=&R&1(t)[P(t) B(t)+C*(t) D(t)]*, t # R.
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Proposition 5.6. The Riccati equation (2) has at most one symmetric
stabilizing and bounded on R solution.
Proof. Let P1 and P2 be two symmetric stabilizing and bounded on R
solutions of the equation (2). A direct computation shows that Q(t)=
P1(t)&P2(t) is a symmetric bounded on R solution of the equation
Q$(t)+(A0(t)+B(t) F 1(t))* Q(t)+Q(t)(A0(t)+B(t) F 2(t))
+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) Q(t) Aj (t)=0, (20)
where F i(t)=&R&1(t)[B*(t) Pi (t)+D*(t) C(t)], i=1, 2.
Let us consider the systems
dxi (t)=[A0(t)+B(t) F i(t)] xi (t) dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) xi (t) dwj (t), i=1, 2. (21)
Let xi (t)=xi (t, t0 , x0), tt0 be the solutions of (21) with xi (t0)=x0 ,
t0 # R, x0 # Rn.
By using the Ito^ formula to system (21) and to function v(t, x1 , x2)=
x1*Q(t) x2 , t # R, x1 , x2 # Rn and taking into account the equation (20), we
get easily
Ex1*(t) Q(t) x2(t)&x0*Q(t0) x0=0, tt0 .
Since Pi are stabilizing solutions of (2) it follows that limt   E |x1(t)| 2=
limt   E |x2(t)| 2=0. But |x0*Q(t0) x0 |q - E |x1(t)| 2 - E |x2(t)| 2. There-
fore, taking t  , we get x0*Q(t0) x0=0 for all t0 and x0 and thus the
proof is complete.
Let us remark that the proof of Proposition 5.6 emphasizes a general and
interesting fact concerning the representation of solutions of a Liapunov
Silvester equation of type (20) via solutions of stochastic differential equa-
tions. Indeed, the next result holds
Proposition 5.7. If S(t) is a solution of the equation
S$(t)+M0*(t) S(t)+S(t) N0(t)+ :
d
j=1
Mj*(t) S(t) Nj (t)=0,
where Mj : R  Rn_n, Nj : R  Rm_m, 0jd are continuous matrix valued
functions, then S(s)=EX*M(t, s) S(t) XN(t, s) for all st.
The main result of this section is:
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Theorem 5.8. Suppose that :
1. There exists $>0 such that D2*(t) D2(t)$I, t # R.
2. The pair (6C, A&B2(D2*D2)&1 D2*C) is detectable.
3. A#{,.
Then the Riccati equation (2) has a unique symmetric stabilizing and
bounded on R solution P (t). Moreover P (t)0, t # R and P (t) is {-periodic
if all coefficients in the Riccati equation are {-periodic functions.
Proof. Let P (t)=limT   PT (t). From Theorem 5.1 it follows that P is
a bounded on R positive semidefinite solution of the equation (2) and P
is {-periodic if all coefficients are {-periodic functions. Further, we shall
prove that P is a stabilizing solution of (2), i.e. the system (A0+B1F 1+
B2F 2 ; A1 , ..., Ad) is stable, where F (t)=(
F 1(t)
F 2(t)
)=&R&1(t)[B*(t) P (t)+
D*(t) C(t)].
Consider the system
dx(t)=[A0(t)+B1(t) F 1(t)+B2(t) F 2(t)] x(t)
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t) (22)
and let x(t)=x(t, t0 , x0), tt0 be the solution of (22) with x(t0)=x0 ,
t0 # R, x0 # Rn.
The above system can be written in the form
dx(t)=[M1(t) x(t)+g1(t)] dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t),
where M1(t) = A0(t) + B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t) and g1(t) = [B1(t) &
B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t)] F 1(t) x(t).
From Proposition 5.2 it follows that E t0 | g1(t)|
2 dtc1 |x0 | 2 for all
t0 # R, x0 # Rn and from Proposition 5.4 it follows that the system
(M1 ; A1 , ..., Ad ) is stable. Thus, by using the reasoning in the proof of
Proposition 5.4, we can conclude that P is a stabilizing solution of the
equation (2). The uniqueness follows directly from Proposition 5.6. The
proof is complete.
Corollary 5.9. If the system (1) is time-invariant then the unique solu-
tion P in Theorem 5.8 is constant, hence it solves the algebraic equation
A0*P+PA0+ :
d
j=1
Aj*PAj&[PB+C*D] R&1(B*P+D*C)=0.
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Theorem 5.10. Assume that R(t) is factorizable in the form (4). If the
equation (2) has a positive semidefinite stabilizing and bounded on R solution
P (t) then (V&122 V2F , &V
&1
22 V21) # A# where F =(
F 1
F 2
)=&R&1(B*P +D*C).
Proof. Let P be a positive semidefinite stabilizing and bounded on R
solution of the equation (2) and let F be the feedback in the statement. Let
x(t)=x(t, t0 , x0), tt0 be the solution of the system (17) corresponding to
the feedback F . From (4) it follows easily that #2I&D1*6D1#2&2I.
Taking into account the equality (19) for P and F we obtain that
E t0 |F 1(t) x(t, t0 , x0)|
2x0*P (t0) x0\ |x0 | 2 for all t0 and x0 . But equa-
tion (17) corresponding to F can be written in the form (see the proof of
theorem 5.8)
dx(t)=[M2(t) x(t)+g2(t)] dt+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t),
where M2(t)=A0(t)+B1(t) F 1(t)+B2(t) F 2(t) and g2(t)=[B2(t) V&122 (t)
V21(t)&B1(t)] F 1(t) x(t).
Since E t0 | g2(t)| dt\ |x0 |
2 and the system (M2 ; A1 , ..., Ad) is stable
(P is a stabilizing solution), reasoning as in the proof of Proposition 5.4 we
conclude that the system A+B2 V&122 V2F is stable. Let T be the input-
output operator associated with the pair (V&122 V2F , &V
&1
22 V21). We have to
prove that &T &<#. First we remark that P verifies
P $(t)+(A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t))* P (t)
+P (t)(A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 V2(t) F (t))+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) P (t) Aj (t)
+[P (t)(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t))
+(C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t))* 6(t) D1(t)]
_(#2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t))&1 [(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t))* P (t)
+D1*(t) 6(t)(C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t))]
+(C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t))*
_(C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t) F (t))
=0. (23)
Also, it is not difficult to verify
F 1(t)=(#2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t))&1 [(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t))* P (t)
+D1*(t) 6(t)(C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t))]. (24)
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Now, let us consider the inputoutput control system
dx(t)=[(A0(t)+B2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t)) x(t)
(25)
+(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t)) u1(t)] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x(t) dwj (t)
y(t)=[C(t)+D2(t) V&122 (t) V2(t) F (t)] x(t)
+[D1(t)&D2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t)] u1(t).
By x{u1(t, x0), t  {, x0 # R
n we denote the solution of (25) with x{u1(t0 , x0)=x0
and y{u1(t, x0) is the output corresponding to x
{
u1
(t, x0). Since the system
A+B2 V&122 V2F is stable, we can define (see [8]) the following linear
bounded operator: T{ : L 2([{, )_0, Rm1)  L 2([{, )_0, R p) by
(T{u1)(t)=y{u1(t, 0), t0.
Reasoning as in Proposition 2 in [12] we can prove that &T{&&T &
and lim{  & &T{&=&T &.
Also, by using the Ito^ formula to sytem (25) and to function v(t, x)=
x*P (t) x, t # R, x # Rn and taking into account the relations (23), (24) we
can show (see Proposition 4 in [12])
E |

{
( | y{u1(t, 0)|
2&#2 |u1(t)| 2) dt
=&|

{
E[(u1(t)&F 1(t) x{u1(t, 0))* (#
2I&D1*(t) 6(t) D1(t))
_(u1(t)&F 1(t) xu1(t, 0))] dt (26)
for all { # R and u1 # L 2([{, )_0, Rm1).
Since, by (4), #2I&D1*6D1%1I, with some %1>0, from (26) we get
&T{&# for all {. Hence &T &#. Suppose on the contrary that &T &=#.
Since lim{  & &T{&=&T &=#, for every = # (0, #2) there exist {= # R and
u1, = # L 2([{= , )_0, Rm1), &u1, = &=1 such that &T{= u1, =&
2>#2&=. Thus,
by (26) %1 {= E |u1, =(t)&F 1(t) x=(t)|
2 dt<= where x=(t)=x{=u1, =(t, 0), t{= .
On the other hand,
dx=(t)=[(A0(t)+B(t) F (t)) x=(t)
+(B1(t)&B2(t) V&122 (t) V21(t))(u1, =(t)&F 1(t) x=(t))] dt
+ :
d
j=1
Aj (t) x=(t) dwj (t).
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Hence
x=(t)=|
t
{=
XA+BF (t, {=)
_[(B1(s)&B2(s) V&122 (s) V21(s))(u1, =(s)&F 1(s) x=(s))] ds.
Since E |XA+BF (t, {=)| 2;e&:(t&{=), t{= we get (see Proposition 1 in
[12])
|

{=
E |x=(t)| 2 dt;1 |

{=
E |u1, =(t)&F 1(t) x=(t)| 2 dt;2=
&x=( } )&- ;1 &u1, =&F 1 x= &- ;2=, 1=&u1, =&
&u1, =&F 1 x= &+&F 1x= &;3 - =
for every = # (0, #2). Thus, we get a contradiction, and the proof is complete.
Remark. If D1(t)#0 then V21(t)#0, V11(t)#I and the equation (2)
becomes
P$+A0*(t) P+PA0(t)+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) PAj (t)+#&2PB1(t) B1*(t) P
&(PB2(t)+C*(t) D2(t))(D2*(t) D2(t))&1
_(B2*(t) P+D2*(t) C(t))+C*(t) C(t)=0. (27)
With these, Theorem 5.10 gives:
Corollary 5.11. Assume that D1(t)#0 and D2*(t) D2(t)$I>0, t # R.
If the equation (27) has a symmetric bounded on R stabilizing solution P (t)0,
then (F 2 , 0) # A# where F 2(t)=&(D2*(t) D2(t))&1 (B2*(t) P (t)+D2*(t) C(t)).
Corollary 5.12. Assume D1(t)#0 and D2*(t)(C(t) D2(t))=(0 I ). If
the equation
P$+A0*(t) P+PA0(t)+ :
d
j=1
Aj*(t) PAj (t)
+#&2PB1(t) B1*(t) P&PB2(t) B2*(t) P+C*(t) C(t)=0 (28)
has a symmetric bounded on R and stabilizing solution P (t)0 then
(&B2*(t) P (t), 0) # A# .
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Remark. If Aj (t)#0, 1jd equation (28) is just the differential
Riccati equation corresponding to the attenuation problems in the deter-
ministic case [see 5, 13, 14]. From Corollaries 5.9 and 5.12, if the
coefficients of system (1) are time invariant and if P 0 is the stabilizing
solution of the algebraic equation
A0*P+PA0+ :
d
j=1
Aj*PAj+#&2PB1B1*P&PB2B2*P+C*C=0,
then the feedback law u2(t)=&B2*P x(t) is stabilizing and #-attenuating.
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